
  Roman balteus with stripes button studs, 

hangers and catellis vaginae. 
Our Balteus models with hangers and button studs appliqués.   

   
Blteus includes from 10 to 11 button. One buckle and 2 hangers. 

Here can be seen and the back of the hanger. 

 
There are many different archeology showing these concentric applications on swords 

balteus. These 2 are from Budapest AQUINCUM. 

 



  In action. Where can be seen which hanger where I use it. 

 
From my experience, I think on the front should be mounted a hook with 1 ring. From 
behind, it is practical and logical to be located a hook with 2 rings (according to me). 

Of course many other combinations are possible. 

 
Detailed on this topic button studs here: 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Stripes_button_for_standards.pdf 

  Stripes button studs together with Catellis vaginae -silver plated.   

 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Stripes_button_for_standards.pdf


Detailed on this topic Catellis vaginae here: 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Catellis_vaginae.pdf  

Detailed on this topic Hangers for Roman swords with imperial profiles images 

here: 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Hangers_for_Roman_swords.pdf 

 

  

Black leather Balteus option 

  

 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Catellis_vaginae.pdf
http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Hangers_for_Roman_swords.pdf


Vindonissa gladius hangers model with attachment 
 

   

 

 

Button-and-loop fasteners found in the River Ljubljanica 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Buttons_River_Ljubljanica.pdf
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